Gain determination of feedback force for an ultrasound scanning robot using genetic algorithm.
The remote medical diagnosis system (RMDS) is for providing medical diagnosis to the patients located in remote sites. To apply to RMDS and medical automation, many master-slave type ultrasound scanning robots are being developed and researched. One of the important research issue of the master-slave type ultrasound scanning robot is to determine the gains of the feedback force. Therefore, in this study, we suggest a gain determination method of feedback force for a master-slave type ultrasound thyroid scanning robot using a genetic algorithm. A master-slave type ultrasound thyroid scanning robot (NCCMSU) was constructed, and the optimal y and z direction feedback force gains were calculated for NCCMSU with genetic algorithm. The Hunt-Crossley model is used to model the elastic behavior of the thyroid phantom and the thyroid scanning procedure is embedded in genetic algorithm by modeling the procedure mathematically. The genetic algorithm solves the average feedback force-overall procedure time optimization problem to seek optimal y, z direction feedback gains candidates. The rating results show that although there are some deviations among the subjective ratings, the feedback force with the determined gain setting is within the appropriate range. By analyzing the subjective rating test, the optimal y, z direction feedback force gains were determined. The optimal gains were verified by thyroid phantom scanning test and the scanned ultrasound image analysis. With the proposed method, the y, z direction optimal feedback force gains of the master-slave type ultrasound scanning robots can be determined. The proposed methods were verified by thyroid phantom scanning test.